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Mountain biking is a popular pursuit for thousands of folks in the greater LA area. Itâ€™s free,

healthy, environmentally friendly, sustainable and there are plenty of trails to be ridden. This book

will tell you Where to Bike?Where to Bike Los Angeles Mountain Biking has 73 fun and interesting

rides to motivate and inspire Thereâ€™s also a section covering how to prepare and what to take

with you and when to go.
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This is an excellent product with color photos, detailed color maps, interesting background and good

ride descriptions; very well put together and well written, although a subject index would have been

a nice addition - it has a bike shop index and advertising instead. It was obviously written by expert

mountain bikers for fit, seasoned mountain bikers, so if that fits your description you should love this

book. The reason I didn't give it 5 stars (besides lack of an index) is that it was advertised as having

something for all levels, and as a road biker and a novice mountain biker who just likes scenic

jaunts in the countryside without huge elevation gains, I won't be getting much use out of it, except

to enjoy looking through it. I was hoping to discover some new places to ride but I'm already familiar

with the handful of easier rides included. In reality there's not much easy mountain biking in LA

County; there's more in Orange and San Diego counties that are not included in this volume.

This book contains the most useful and detailed information for each trail discussed: Distance,



elevation, terrain, traffic, location, skill ratings, and extra tidbit info. A little historical info as well

about the trails and a detailed ride log follows. A must have book for locals. Durable cover,

materials, construction has been used to create this book.

Clear direction , colorful details including history, trail condition, ride direction, obstacle/hazard, map

and optional side trips. The maps are very useful. Rides are well designed. Good book to have if

you ride around LA.

I ride these mountains all the time and didn't know about many of the places listed here. Highly

recommend for anyone who would like to experience new places in the LA ans So.Cal areas. Very

informative and well put together.

Very well written with all the inside information on the local trails of SoCal. Up to date and true to the

facts. If you're looking for a book for the SoCal area you can't go wrong with this one. If you get this

one you won't need any of the others.

I love the detailed maps and statistics about the rides. Some of the information may be available

with a little time researching other sources but this book has a wealth of it all in one place and I

recommend. Now, go a ride some sweet trails

This book is in such detail, that you'll never go blind to any trail. If you want to explore and find the

gems of Los Angeles trails, this is a book that you must have.

The best book I have ever seen or read with regard to the So Cal mountain biking scene. It is a true

must read for any enthusiast. Trust me, you will not be disappointed. Messer is a fantastic writer. He

just has an uncanny knack and attention to detail which makes you feel as if you are on the trail with

him. There are some very detailed trail descriptions in this book. Forget the rest and just get the

best!
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